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WorldSolutions-TruthFinder

WorldSolution Honesty in Politics, part 1, uses the dicovery of science, that 90% of all difficulties of 
mankind are caused by a gene-defect, inherited by today 150 million people (2% of all), making them 
invisibly cheating aggressors and killing aggressors, skillfully playing “bad pranks” with the rest of 
mankind permanently. The sick group has roots in the Huns Nation (known: Attila, the Hun, the killer-king) 
and is organized today in the big underground entity “deep state”, with criminal bankers and billionairs 
in the hidden top. Since 2020 the dragon deep state is playing the biggest killer-game ever, the undeclared war 
WW3, with aim to kill 6 billion people of 7 billion, living now on earth. They call it “depopulation”..

Part 2 of WOSO-POL is the test TT. Science has created this test, which makes the hidden difference 
between honest and cheater politicians visible in minutes. Different intentions, different soul structure. 
With TT we can exclude groups with bad and sick soul structure easily. Honest integer soul structure: 
intention to help, to serve. Bad sick soul structure: hidden intention to damage, caused by said gene-
defect.   If applied, TT solves the deep state problem at once.  Without this modern technology however
there is no way to clean politics.  Mankind can perish in WW3.

TT Truth-Test . www.TT.jaaaa.net . www.WOSO-POL.jaaaa.net
Citizen-Power (smart union of bright citizens with a lot of brainpower) has to set up a section of 
WOSO-POL police in each country, under an internat. headquarter, cleaning the power organs of the 
nations from killer-gene carriers, using TT. TT is a quick and simple test. And powerfull. TT is genial.

www.we-can-win-WW3.jaaaa.net 
We can win the undeclared WW3-war, which was startet in 2020 by the worldwide biggest group with 
bad sick soul structure, an inside enemy in sheep´s clothing, called deep state: Using TT, international 
WOSO-POL-Police can find and exclude them easily. Without modern science and modern technology 
however this is nearly impossible, proven in the jongest past:
Look how the killer-groep deep state is killing and conquering:
Until now they have been using psycho-weapons, lies, fear, brain-washing, cheating, to hount halve 
blind people with lack of intelligence, believing in and relying on authorities, into their traps. And 
camouflied biological weapons, camouflied as vaccinatins. In the near future they intend to add attacks 
with killer-famine  and  fire storms,  burning down our big cities.TT is our most needed defense 
weapon to hit their weakest point fast and win the war.
We are acting legally and peacefully. We are warning people with BIG-strategy (see BIG.jaaaa.net), 
bypassing the criminal MSM-media of deepstate. Warning society and making known modern 
technology (TT) is a legal activity.  Join one of our BIG-groups, coming on bicycles to known places, 
spreading info-folders (as this one) in x-form in seconds and leaving at once.

ScienceParty-with-WorldSolutions, X-Power, BIG  www.x-power.jaaaa.net 
See also  WOSO-EN,  cheap clean energy  WOSO-Food, enough food, suppressed by the deep state dragon



WorldSolutions-Energy
WorldSolution energy supply. Cheap clean energy for all

Solution 1. Gridless current generator, using fieldpotentials in vicinity to let electrons flow and 
accumulate in one direction until high voltage. An electric heat pump, with 50 times more 
effiency than the mechanical heat pump.
Developer: Nicola Tesla. Time 1932. Tesla used his current generator in a box of 60 x 20 x 25 
cm to let run his car with electromotor until 150 km/h. 
Invention was robbed by deep state via deepstate-billonair C.G.Morgan in 1934. 
Replicaters of Tesla´s current generator were murdered secretly.

Solution 2. Gridless current- and H2-generator, using fieldpotentials in vicinity to let electrons 
flow and accumulate in one direction until a certain voltage, using the current and fieldpoten-
tials in vicinity then to split water in a cold electrolysis, using H2 then as fuel to drive a “water-car”.
Inventor Stanley Meyer, USA. Time 1997.
The inventor was murdered (poisioned) by deepstate. His entire lab was robbed the next day. 
Photos and videos of his functioning inventions are available.

Solution 3. Flying windmill Stormbird. Stormbirds are able to extract 1% of the energy of high 
level wind in 1000 until 3000 m altitude, while cruising over the coast regions of the sea. High 
level wind contains  200 times the energy need (EN) of mankind (compare: sun radiation to earth 
contains 6000 EN). So Stormbirds can gather 2 times of our need, 2 EN, enough for 2 planets.  
International experts have judged the technology, given it the international DSM-innovation 
award in 1999/2000, stressed potential and importance. In spite of that (rsp. because of this, 
meaning thread to deepstate-positions in the energy market, oil-industry …) deepstate is 
cutting off money to build Stormbirds and sabotating progress.
Inventor:  Gunt Niessen. Time 1998 -2006. 2006 fully developed.
Successless murder trials on inventor, while advocating his invention in later years publicly:
10.4.2o11,  jan./febr 2017,  22,9.2017 (inventor badly injured),  2.10.2020. 
The sick dragon never stops to use his special weapons.                   www.woso-en.jaaaa.net

WorldSolutions-Food
WorldSolution food supply. Enough cheap food for all

There is a plant, that floats on the water, which doubles its biomassa each 3 days, with enough 
sunshine and nutrients: Duckweed. Ducks and swans eat it. Humans and cattle cannot handle 
certain components. Therefore our body refuses it. However, variants of the plant can be 
created without the disturbing components, using gene-technology, In the univ. Wageningen in 
NL a project is running. But silence. No progress. Deep state is standind on the brake. Deepstate-
billonairs intend to use famine for depopulation in WW3. So a rich source for food is unwanted now. 
80% of all citizens have no idea, who it is, deep state, the hidden dragon, manipulating in the 
dark. Dangerous blindness !                   More:      A.jaaaa.net          www.woso-food.jaaaa.net

http://www.woso-food.jaaaa.net/


The  biggest problems are solved
But deep state, the sick gamer dragon

with dppp-disease, is sabotating
realisation of the solutions

So we have to find a solution for one of the last big problems:  
deep state itself. We have to start a big healing project. 

The Honest parts of the armies of all countries with task to 
defend the society, also against big inside enemies,  have to pave
the way.  The dragon deep state is using extreme violence, 
allthough camouflied, indirect and less visible extensive violence. 
So our armed forces have to get active, police and armies,
to stop  it.

Now the US-Army has set an important step:  has arressted Dr. Fauci,
one of the architects of the Covid 19 fraud, starting WW3, starting
genocide, starting the biggest murderplan of deep state ever. 

The caught Fauci confessed the fraud, confessed the intention to
kill 6 billion of 7 billion people on earth with biological and 
further weapons (planned WW3-scenario: www.WW3-traps-revealed.jaaaa.net). 
That can make collaps the whole cart house of deep state, give 
the 150 million sick souls in our hands, enclosing the 3000 
deepstate-billonairs. Then we can treat them with gene-
technology to make disappear the defect ppp-gene out the gene 
pool of mankind.  See here:   Photo of Dr. Fauci in prison and 
report. 



Fauci confessed Covid19 fraud
Covid19 scam burst . Fauci in prison

The greatest fraud, the worst crime ever, is now revealed to all

Fauci, now in prison, has confessed, that Covid19 is a bio-weapon, made in the lab to pave the 
way for  the “Covid19 vaccines”, the next bio-weapons, into the bodies of billions of people.  
6 out of 7 billion people should die. Depopulation! The rest should become slaves of the 
attackers, slaves of 150 million Huns, undercover organized in deep state, led by 3.000 multi-
billionaires, the bankers, who earlier used the alias “Jews“.  These “money Jews” want(ed) to 
become the owners of the blue planet in the near future, with slaves for the work.
With tax money of the citizens, many billions, they bought from their own deepstate companies
via their TrojanHorses in the governments big quantities really dangerous bio-weapons, camou-
flied as saving vaccines, in reality killer vaccines with a built-in timer to let die all their victims
at the same time, nobody too early so that the others are not warned. There are 4 nano-proces-
sors in the vaccines, which can set the time clock forwards or backwards via 5G. Multi-million 
citizens have already run into their vaccination trap, have let themselves inject (“vaccinate”). 
Increasing numbers, misled by the “vaccine”-promotion of the criminal press, intend to follow. 

That is now bursting. Fauci, caught by US elite troops on June 1st, confessed everything. His 
computers with all the telltale e-mails about the Covid fraud are in the hands of the prosecutors.
And extensive evidence of Biden's election fraud and Trump's election victory. The deepstate 
press is still hiding it. Our BiG-flyers bypass the criminal press of deep state and spread 
the breaking news: Fauci, the architect of the Covid fraud, in prison, has confessed. 

Read also:  WorldSolutions vanished .  www.light-on-robbers.jaaaa.net

ScienceParty-with-WorldSolutions, X-Power and BIG         www.Fauci-confessed.jaaaa.net 



Read also:  WorldSolutions vanished  .  www.light-on-robbers.jaaaa.net
www.we-can-win-WW3.jaaaa.net  .  www.machtkampf.jaaaa.net/woso-pol.pdf 

www.A.jaaaa.net   Newspaper, collecting world news 

http://www.light-on-robbers.jaaaa.net/

